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To a Book Proposal Publishers Will Love 
10TIPS
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By Lisa Tener
Book Coach and winner of the Silver Stevie Award for Coach/Mentor of the Year

tip

One of the most important things to a publisher is an author’s platform, 

or reach. I often find myself trying to help aspiring authors showcase their 

existing platform. In a conversation with installation artist Margery Amdur, it 

seemed she had a modest platform—2,000 people on Facebook, a few hundred 

on her mailing list, but perhaps the most powerful and well known celebrity owns 

two works of art by this artist. That’s where we start the proposal. With the two 

pieces owned by this international icon and the fact that another installation was 

in a very public place (a mural along the floor/platform of a busy Philadelphia train 

station) seen—and walked over—by thousands of people every day. If you have a 

big platform, make that clear in your first sentence. If not, think about one exciting 

fact that can propel you to reach a larger audience than you currently reach. And if 

you don’t have one, set a goal: think of one thing you can do that can expand your 

reach exponentially.

Wow them with your platform
 (how many people you reach in a year): 
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So many aspiring authors glance over book proposal guidelines and start 

writing. Don’t be that person. Do all the silly things required in a book proposal—

from double spacing (that’s not as silly as it seems: it helps agents and publishers 

make notes between the lines) to including a cover page to listing the table of 

contents separately from the chapter outlines. There is a reason for everything, 

even if you don’t see it. And when you follow the rules, agents and publishers 

assume that you will be easier to work with and much less work than an author who 

ignores the rules.

2tip

Be Proper:

Identify what your book does that other books on the subject don’t. In Victoria 

Dunckley’s case, her book, Reset Your Child’s Brain, offered extensive research on 

the effects of electronic screens on children’s brains and it also offered a proven 

program for addressing these effects and getting kids off screens. No other book 

was as comprehensive or had a proven systematic program. Another way to 

be fresh is to offer information to an underserved audience. For example, Tara 

Mardigan and Kate Weiler saw people in the fitness market being taken advantage 

of by companies manufacturing protein bars and other companies that “fed” 

athletes mis-information. Their book, Real Fit Kitchen, offers athletes easy, healthy 

recipes for stamina and nutrition.  

3tip

Be Fresh:
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Demonstrate that your book fills a compelling need for an audience that’s 

desperate for it. For instance, The Creativity Cure helps people who are anxious, 

depressed or unhappy to find happiness—that’s an audience that’s pretty 

desperate and this book can make a big difference for them. At first the author 

thought of her audience as people who were creative but stuck. As we explored, 

it became clear to me that many of her clients did not think of themselves as 

creative. Rather, they saw themselves depressed or anxious or unhappy. And 

for them, the valuable thing would be a cure for those conditions. That’s when I 

suggested The Creativity Cure as the title—it captures the value of the content for 

this audience.

4tip

Be Valuable:

Newbies often write in their proposals that there’s just no other book on the 

market like theirs. In fact, they couldn’t even find a competitive book to list. Bad 

move: this red flag makes publishers and agents ask, “Why isn’t there a book on 

this subject out there? Perhaps no one is interested in it.” Find ways to tie your 

book to other highly successful books: perhaps it appeals to a readership similar 

to that of a national bestseller; maybe it is written in a similarly captivating style; or 

does your book include similar elements to bestsellers on related topics?

5tip

Be Comparable:
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No typos; no punctuation errors.  It’s competitive out there. When your desired 

agent or publisher is comparing your book to others they might publish instead, 

one big area of comparison is how much work it’s going to take to publish your 

book. If you demonstrate that you do the heavy lifting and your book won’t need 

heavy editing or proofreading, you can give yourself an edge over competitors. If 

you aren’t thorough, your competitors may leave you in the dust.

6tip

Be Perfect:

You want your sample chapters to sing. Choose the most exciting chapters and 

edit them as many times as it takes for them to be their absolute best. Do a “read 

aloud” edit. Have beta readers—in your target market—give you feedback.

7tip

Be Polished:
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Don’t waste the valuable time of agents and publishers who don’t represent 

books like yours. Please do your homework and know why you are querying 

them—and let them know why, too.

8tip

Be Appropriate:

Send your book proposal or—in rare cases—manuscript once they have 

requested it, either in response to your query letter or after meeting them in 

person—perhaps at a writers conference—where they have indeed asked you 

to send the proposal. Sending your proposal without such an invitation will likely 

relegate it to the slush pile where it can disappear forever. Tip: in the subject line 

write: “Book Proposal for YOUR TITLE, as Requested.”

9tip

Be Respectful:
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This rule is especially apt for your promotion plan where authors tend to be 

vague. List specific radio shows, blogs, TV talk shows and other media outlets 

you will pursue, rather than being general about them. And while we’re on it, be 

realistic. If your promotion plan is full of things you’ve never done before (teaching 

webinars, being on TV, blogging), publishers will discount your ability to execute 

your plan. Start bringing your platform to life before you send out your book 

proposal. This way, publishers and agents will believe in your ability to follow 

through and make it happen. While we were working on her book proposal, Dr. 

Victoria Dunckley, author of Reset Your Child’s Brain, pitched a blog column to 

Psychology Today online which she called “Mental Wealth.” This was her first real 

step in establishing her platform. This helped her attract a top agent. She then 

pitched—and appeared on—the Today Show twice. Without some platform, her 

promotion plan would have seemed like pie in the sky ideas. Because she took the 

time to “build platform” publishers bought into her plans.

For more information on 
HOW TO WRITE A BOOK PROPOSAL

Click Here

10
tip

Be Specific:

And check out all the linked articles on that page for advice on writing specific 

sections of your proposal. Consider hiring a book proposal coach/editor to give 
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“I remember ranking a book proposal that had been guided by Lisa 
Tener as the best of a Harvard Medical School CME Course, so I was 
thrilled when she referred one of her [clients] to me. 

“As anticipated, the proposal was clear, convincing, well organized and 
ready to sell. 

“For qualified authors who have a marketable book in the works, I 
recommend that they consider drawing on Lisa’s expertise and classes to 
help them polish their sample chapters and construct a winning proposal. 
She has the experience and talent that can make the difference between 
having a good submission packet and one that is professional and gets 
results.”

“Meeting Lisa Tener at Harvard Medical School’s publishing course changed 
my life. I was struck by Lisa’s ability to bring out our creativity and at the 
same time how well she understood the business end of book writing and 
publishing. She was the book writing coach for me.

“When I met Lisa I had an amorphous idea. Lisa helped 
me clarify my book idea into something much more 
marketable than my initial concept by suggesting the 
perfect niche audience for my book and a spot-on title
–The Creativity Cure. Lisa also guided me and my co-

author step-by-step to write a top-notch book proposal—one that several 
agents and publishers were excited about.

“She helped us choose the right agent—who ultimately landed us a 
6-figure book deal with Charles Scribner’s Sons. The clarity and advice 
Lisa provided contributed greatly to that outcome. Lisa’s astute pick 
ups and sharp thinking made all the difference.”

Email me at Lisa@LisaTener.com if you’d like a referral to a hire a top-notch book 

coach or to explore working with me.

Dr. Carrie Barron, 
co-author of 

The Creativity Cure
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Jeanne Fredericks
Literary Agent

your book proposal the edge it needs to compete and interest top agents and 

publishers. A book proposal coach can also introduce you to agents and publishers 

once your book proposal is completely polished.
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Author Expert and Book Writing Coach

About Lisa

Awarded the Silver Stevie Award for Mentor/Coach of the Year 2014, Lisa Tener specializes 
in helping her clients write and publish a compelling how-to book, self-help book or 
memoir—and takes them step-by-step through her unique process.  

You’ve seen Lisa Tener’s clients on Oprah, The Today 

Show, CBS Early Show, Good Morning America, Fox 

News, CNN and in national publications. Her clients 

have signed 5- and 6-figure publishing deals with top 

publishers including Random House, Harper Collins, 

Simon and Schuster, New World Library, HCI, New 

Harbinger, Hay House, and many more, as well as self-

published.

In addition to being a published author, Lisa teaches 

on the faculty of Harvard Medical School’s CME publishing course and other 

national conferences and blogs on the Huffington Post. She is creator of the Award 

winning Bring Your Book to Life® Program.
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